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INTRODUCTION



AQUA-GUARD IS  A PIONEER INSULATION CONTRACTING COMPANY
WHICH OFFERS A WIDE RANGE OF SOLUTIONS WITH RELATION TO
WATERPROOFING AND REPAIR ,  THE COMPANY IS  BASED IN DUBAI
AND SHARJAH.
WE ARE EXPERIENCED IN ALL THE LATEST SOLUTIONS AND
METHODS OF INSULATION PRODUCTS AND
WE ARE IMPLEMENTING THE LATEST TECHNOLOGIES AND
EQUIPMENT UNDER THE LEADERSHIP OF HIGHLY SKILLED STAFF.
WE PROVIDE OUR CUSTOMERS WITH HIGH-QUALITY SERVICES
FOCUSING ON OPTIMIZATION RELIABILITY,  COMMITMENT,  AND
EXCELLENCE.
WITH THE EXCELLENT TRACK RECORD,  WE HAVE BUILT UP OVER
THE YEARS AND THE HAPPY AND
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS;  AQUA-GUARD WATERPROOFING IS  THE
CORRECT BUSINESS PARTNER
TO DO BUSINESS WITH.  WE PROVIDE UNIQUE SOLUTIONS TO
PROTECT YOUR BASEMENTS,  ROOFS,  WET AREAS,  TUNNELS,
SWIMMING POOLS,  WATER TANKS,  AND MANY OTHER WATER
RETAINING STRUCTURES.

ABOUT  THE  COMPANY



MISSION

It is critical that every aspect of our work reflects the
highest level of quality, safety, craftsmanship, and
professionalism. We work hard, and we work smart,
while always recognizing our client’s expectations. We
uphold a high level of quality assurance during every
project we do.

VISION

Aqua Guard strives to be the best in its class by offering
a superior product with regard to the standard of
workmanship and knowledge, safe working procedures,
practices and policies and the installation of quality
apparatus.



SERVICES

Aqua-Guard provides the best quality and service to their clients,
the company has all the best practices, policies and procedures in
place to do so. We offer the below services but not limited to:

Bitumen membrane system. 
Combo roofing system
Polyurea system. 
Wet area waterproofing systems.    
Swimming pool waterproofing.  
Water tank and reservoir waterproofing.    
Crystalline waterproofing system.    
Waterproofing repair works.  
Traffic coating systems.



To produce a high level of quality services without compromising
the specifications and the standards.
To foster good relationships with clients by effective
communications with clients and encouraging feedback.
To continually improve the effectiveness of the Insulating
materials in all the projects.
To document and measure quality objectives and targets through
internal audit and management review.
To deliver all our services in accordance with the specifications
and requirements of our clients.
That every employee constantly aims to improve the overall
quality of Company products and services.

QUALITY POLICY



the bitumen-based waterproofing membrane is provided
with an improved edge for sealing with a contiguous
membrane to provide a membrane system with
improved waterproofing characteristics. 
Bitumen Membrane systems are ideal for both new
build or refurbishment projects. Offering guaranteed
quality, specifiers can select high-quality products
suitable for a wide range of surfaces and thicknesses.

APPLICATIONS

BITUMEN  MEMBRANE  SYSTEM



It is a comprehensive insulation and waterproofing system
that curtail the cost of energy as well as excellent
waterproofing solution, thermal solution, and finishing of roof.
The Combo advanced roofing system is the most economical
and
environment-friendly roofing system available in the market. It
consists of a complete solution system for the Thermal and
Moisture Protection for the Building Roofs backed by 25 years
guarantee. The system meets all latest thermal insulation
standards and regulations in UAE and is accepted by all major
property developers, consultants and contractors.
The system is also approved by various authorities like Dubai
Municipality, Shariah Municipality, Shariah Water and
Electricity authority and many other utilities.

APPLICATIONS

COMBO  ROOFING  SYSTEM



No thermal bridges        
Supply & Apply Warranty of 25 years. 
100 % bonded system with 2 waterproofing layers  
20% less weight compared to common systems*.
30 percent less time-consuming in installation. 
Cost neutral compared to common system

APPLICATIONS

BENEFITS



Polyurea is a truly remarkable coating, lining and joint
sealant technology and can be used for a wide variety of
applications. Polyurea coatings and linings are
commonly
applied over concrete and steel for corrosion protection
and abrasion resistance. They also have numerous
advantages over conventional materials due to their
extremely fast setting times, high elongation, extreme
resistance to atmospheric attack and their durability
abrasion characteristics.

APPLICATIONS

POLYUREA SYSTEM



Aqua-Guard offers a full service for any wet area under tiling
which will be in direct contact and with water such as kitchen,
bathroom, laundry, and others in residential or
commercial buildings in either on a new building or for
repairing old ones. In both cases, a waterproofing system
needs to be applied under tilling (the wet
area) in order to protect the concrete and prevent any water
leakage. Proper waterproofing in wet areas which we offer is
absolutely vital. Water leaking
into the floor and wall spaces can very easily rot structural
timbers and do some heartbreaking damage to your
construction. Waterproofing involves painting a liquid rubber
membrane or cementation membrane or
polyurethane onto areas that are likely to see water, so as to
create a kind of ‘sealed’ area. Obviously, the purpose is to help
contain any water that might leak out.

APPLICATIONS

WET  AREA WATERPROOFING  SYSTEMS



APPLICATIONS

WET  AREA WATERPROOFING  SYSTEMS



Reinforced concrete structures are often used in the
construction of baths and swimming pools. Since they are
often in permanent contact with the water contained in
the bath or pool, as well as with water in the ground, they must
be waterproofed and protected from aggressive agents that
could potentially compromise
their durability over the years.

APPLICATIONS

SWIMMING  POOL  WATERPROOFING



Water tank waterproofing coating is necessary to protect water
tanks.  Water A tank or an artificial pond is constantly exposed
to pressing water. They need also to withstand constant
battering from the elements and leaking is common after a few
years. Aqua-Guard offers liquid-applied cementation
waterproofing systems with long-term protection for simple,
detailed, or complicated Water Tank or Artificial Pond
structures.
We have the latest technology of a premium liquid cementation
waterproofing system that
offers easy application, full certifications, and most importantly
guaranteed long lasting results for water tank lining. It can be
used for new water tanks and as part of a repairing system in
old water tanks.

APPLICATIONS

WATER  TANK  AND  RESERVOIRS

WATERPROOFING



APPLICATIONS

WATER  TANK  AND  RESERVOIRS

WATERPROOFING



This modern waterproofing technology involves integral concrete
waterproofing, where the concrete becomes self-sealant.
Crystalline materials mixed with fresh concrete form reactive
needle-like crystals, which protect the concrete against the
ingress of water. The system was proved effective worldwide
through many international laboratory testing and certifications. 
The crystalline system contributes to reducing the time of
construction and in many cases, reduces cost in comparison to
the traditional systems.

APPLICATIONS

CRYSTALLINE  WATERPROOFING



Aqua Guard provides a unique waterproofing repair
system that in some cases combines different
methods of repair depending on the leakage
condition. The repair proposal will be decided by
experts in the field of repair, and will be optimized
to be efficient and economical at the same time. 
Concrete structure leakages will mainly be repaired
using the modern Crystalline Repair System, which
involves cementitious materials that have similar
properties to concrete, and therefore is more
compatible with concrete than other waterproofing
products.

APPLICATIONS

WATERPROOFING  REPAIR  WORKS



Traffic coating systems are widely used and mostly in car
parking. This system is widely used to protect the concrete from
common oils, greases, and other harmful chemicals to the
concrete surface. Coatings can be slip-resistant, with the
addition of aggregates, or applied with a smooth finish. 
Other surfaces that require traffic system coatings are, but not
limited to: Pharmaceutical and medical facilities. Chemical
manufacturing plants. Aircraft hangers and maintenance areas.
Food and beverage production areas. Warehouses. 
The most common coatings that are used in those areas are
epoxy coatings and polyurethane coatings. Aqua-Guard provides
a wide range of products and applications related to traffic
coatings depending on specifications and requirements. Aqua-
Guard can also propose different solutions for system
maintenance and restoration

APPLICATIONS

TRAFFIC  COATING  SYSTEMS
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LEADERS  IN  WATERPROOFING

SOLUTIONS  AND  INSULATION

CONTRACTING

Give us a call today!

.

For any inquiries, questions
Please call: (00971) 052-8811211


